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Abstract
Recently, Ivanov and Volovich (hep-th/9912242) claimed that the pertur-
bation of hµν with nonvanishing transverse components h5µ is not localized
on the brane because hµν depends on the fifth coordinate z linearly. Conse-
quently, it may indicate that the effective theory is unstable. However, we
point out that such linear dependence on z can be gauged away. Hence the
solution does not belong to the physical one. Therefore, even if one includes
h5µ, Randall and Sundrum’s argument for the localized gravity on the brane
remains correct.
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Recently, Ivanov and Volovich [1] have found a solution for metric fluctuations including
nonvanishing transverse components given by
h55 = 0,
h5µ = cµe
ip·x,
hµν =
[
cµν + i(cµpν + cνpµ)z
]
eip·x (1)
with pµp
µ = 0, cµp
µ = 0, ηµνcµν = 0, and cµνp
ν = 0. Here we choose the signature
ηµν = diag(+,−,−,−). cµ, cµν , and pµ are constants.
In the paper, the de Donder gauge for hMN(M,N = µ, 5) were chosen as
∂Mh
MN = 0 with hPP = 0. (2)
The above gauge cannot eliminate all gauge degrees of freedom. Even after choosing the
gauge conditions Eq. (2), actually there remains a sort of residual gauge degrees of freedom
as follows [2];
h′MN = hMN − ∂MξN − ∂NξM , (3)
which are obtained from the coordinate transformations xM → xM + ξM . Notice that h′MN
also satisfy the de Donder gauge Eq. (2) provided that
∂Mξ
M = 0, ✷ξM = 0. (4)
In other words, both hMN and h
′
MN describe the same physical situation.
Now suppose that we choose
ξM = εMe
ip·x. (5)
ξM satisfies Eq. (4) if εM is a function of the fifth coordinate x
5 = z only, ε5 = 0, and
εµp
µ = 0. Then,
h′
55
= h55, h
′
5µ = h5µ − (∂zεµ)e
ip·x,
h′µν = hµν − i(εµpν + ενpµ)e
ip·x. (6)
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Thus, if hMN were those in Eq. (1) and εµ = cµz, then one finds
h′
55
= h′
5µ = 0,
h′µν = cµνe
ip·x. (7)
Therefore, we see that the z-dependent term in Eq. (1) indeed belongs to a gauge degree
of freedom. In addition, our analysis shows that, in order to have nonvanishing transverse
components up to gauge freedom, one at least needs to assume that cµ is not constant, but
z-dependent in Ref. [1].
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